Grind Master Adopts Vision 2020

“We envision to become a global technology leader by fostering a culture of enduring excellence, exceed expectations through passionate and empowered people ensuring sustainable and inclusive growth”

Grind Master is a Pioneer and Leader in Special Purpose Machines for Metal Finishing, Deburring, Microfinishing and Robotic Automation, thus providing Total Solutions for Surface Finishing Requirements. With a track record of applying Absolute Engineering to build Solid Solutions that exceed Customer expectations, Grind Master has been a fast growing family owned business. Looking forward towards 2020, keeping in mind Global Aspirations and moving towards being a Professionally Managed Company, we undertook a comprehensive Vision Strategy Architecture exercise in December 2015. Guided by Industry Guru Mr. Shailesh Sheth, a 25 Managers and Key Team members of Grind Master deliberated on a range of Subjects such as Core Values, Stake Holder Expectations, SWOT Analysis, Road blocks and Vision - Mission Statements over a 4 day period.

Taking on a BIG Herculean Audacious Goal 2020, the team has set forth firstly in conducting a series of workshops to disseminate the new vision-strategy, as well as work out action plans to achieve the Goal. We look forward to the suggestions, feedback and support of all stakeholders in the journey forward.

Best Regards
Mr. Sameer Kelkar
Executive Director - Grind Master

BHAG 2020 - Turnover 400-500 Crores with Global Footprint
Product Launch
NF300Cr Microfinishing
Small Crankshafts

Grind Master is a Trusted Supplier to Automotive OEMs for Mission Critical Crankshaft Microfinishing Operation. With over 150 machines worldwide for Microfinishing, Grind Master is also a Technology Leader in Microfinishing with over 5 Technology Patents and 5 Registered Designs. Keeping pace with the growing requirements for Small Crankshafts, in particular for the Motorcycle Industry, we embarked on a project for creating a new model for Single Cylinder Crankshafts.

“With stricter and stricter Emission Norms in Motorcycle and Scooter Segments, Microfinishing of Crankshafts has become a critical operation for optimized engine performance. Microfinishing for such crankshafts was earlier done on expensive, space consuming and energy efficient machines designed for larger 2/3/4 cylinder crankshafts. There was thus a requirement for a new design”, says Mr. Mahesh Sahasrabuddhe, General Manager - Sales India.

“Our Team took up Engineering to meet Audacious Goals on Cost, Space and Energy Performance. With over 600 man hours and multiple reviews in the Design stage, the result model NANOFINISH NF300Cr has now been delivered to the customer, a Major Motorcycle Maker, and is delivering unmatched performance”, says Mr. Radhakrishna Barde, Product Manager - Microfinishing.

Key Features
• Unmatched Process Capability
• Fully Automatic Operation with High Output
• Cycle time less than 50sec including Load/Unload
• Compact Size - 45% Smaller !!!
• Modular Configuration
  Up to 5 Arms
  Optional - Load/Unload Assist Slide OR Gantry Load/Unload
• NANOFINISH Control System with Touch HMI
• Optimal Running Cost with High Energy Efficiency - 50% Energy Saving
• Easy Maintenance Access for Machine
• Superior Aesthetics and Ergonomics
• Upgraded User Manuals

With the first Machine already delivered in India, and another in manufacturing stage for a Leading Tier-1 Supplier in China, the NF300Cr is breakthrough product for small crankshafts, and an ideal solution for motorcycle and scooter engine crankshafts.

For further information about our products please contact : sales@grindmaster.co.in
Grind Master is a Passionate Machine Builder. We eat sleep dream machines. Our creativity in innovating breakthrough technologies in metal finishing has been proved over the years. We are proud to present two pieces of art created by this energy.

“Machine Art at Traffic Island in Aurangabad”

Grind Master Machines Pvt. Ltd. Proudly inaugurated the traffic island at Osmanpura Circle. Under the Corporation Traffic island maintenance scheme floated, Grind Master has adopted 3 traffic islands for Beautification and Maintenance for the city. “It makes us happy to do our small bit for the city and we are grateful to the Municipal Corporation for this opportunity”, said Mr. Milind Kelkar, Chairman of Grind Master Group.

The island was built from Ground Up. It is decorated with a plantation and has a unique sculpture titled “Machine Art”. The sculpture has been made by a local artist named Mr. Yakub Sherkhan. Grind Master is a Proud contributor to “Make in India”, with a Passion to Build Machines. “Machine Art” is built using disposable components from Automobiles and Two Wheelers, and represents a confluence of Engineering and Art.

“Mountains and Machines at Grind Master”

“Mountains are for Climbing” is a slogan often seen and heard at Grind Master. We like to take up challenging tasks - mountains and ascend them with absolute Engineering. A Wall Painting - Mural, crafted by a Goan Artist named Aaron now greets visitors to the Grind Master Corporate Office. The painting depicting mountains, machines, components reminds one of the spirit and brings a lively spirit to all the visitors and team members at Grind Master.

We look forward to welcoming our readers to Aurangabad and Grind Master and sharing this passion for Machines.